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By Rosa Nissán : Like a Bride and Like a Mother (Jewish Latin America Series)  what did jesus really look like a 
look at the bible facts child marriage is defined by global organizations as a formal marriage or informal union entered 
into by an individual before reaching the age of 18 Like a Bride and Like a Mother (Jewish Latin America Series): 

These two autobiographical novels lay bare the life journey of a Mexican Jewish woman reconciling herself with a 
Sephardic background her parent s dictates and her husband s and family s expectations The only constant in her life is 
a need to find her own way and the story of how she does so is intensely personal and yet universal in its humanness 
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This quest begins in Oshinica s childhood at about age ten she s taken from the public school in Mexico City 
Language Notes Text English translation Original Language Spanish From the Inside Flap Two powerful 
autobiographical novels of being a Jewish woman in Mexico dealing with her parents dictates and her husband s and f 
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